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ABSTRACT
The RENA-3 (Readout Electronics for Nuclear Applications) is a multi-channel mixed-signal integrated circuit (IC)
developed for the readout of position-sensitive solid-state detectors with excellent energy resolution. We will present
results of experiments characterizing its performance as used with a variety of spectroscopy-grade detectors currently
available in the industry, notably CZT pixel arrays as well as other detector configurations. The merits of specific
RENA-3 design features vis-à-vis different detector applications will also be discussed.
Keywords: Mixed signal Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), Multi channel mixed signal Integrated
Circuit (IC), CdZnTe (CZT) detector, Imaging x-ray detector, Position sensitive detector, Solid-state detector, Radiation
detection, and Gamma-ray spectroscopy.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The RENA-3 is a one-dimensional (1D), low-noise, 36-channel, self-resetting, charge sensitive amplifier/shaper
integrated circuit (IC) (Figure 1) designed for use with position-sensitive, spectroscopy-grade radiation detectors and
based on the original RENA-2 IC [1,2]. It has in recent years been chosen to provide the front-end electronics in
advanced prototype instruments for various applications – from space physics research [3] through medical imaging [4]
to homeland security [5-7]. These instruments for the most part employ CZT in the form of planar sensor assemblies or
monolithic pixel/strip arrays. Whereas the RENA-3 was developed largely to address the needs of the CdTe, CZT and
Silicon community, a level of adaptability was designed into this IC to allow its use across a broad range of charge
output solid state and scintillation radiation detectors.

Figure 1: On the left is the actual silicon layout of the RENA-3 IC using 0.6 micron process and on the right is
the photograph of the RENA-3 IC placed on top of a dime to show its size.
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Figure 2 shows photographs of the RENA-3 IC wire bonded inside a CQFP package. The RENA-3 die size is
approximately 6.9 mm  6.4 mm.
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Figure 2: On the left is the RENA-3 IC wire bonded inside a CQFP package and on the right is the photograph of the packaged
RENA-3 IC.

RENA-3 IC features include low-noise performance, its self-trigger capability, and the versatility it offers by providing
many different peaking times, different readout modes, and the daisy-chain option. The key design features for the
RENA-3 IC are listed in Table I.
Table 1. Key design features of the RENA-3 ASIC.
Signal range
Self-trigger output

Two full-scale ranges; 56 and 338 ke, externally selectable for each channel,
(9fC and 54fC) or (256keV and 1.5Mev for CZT)
User selectable comparator threshold for self-trigger output

Input polarity

Positive or negative, selectable channel-by-channel

Number of channels

36 (2 with test points for characterization)

Noise

 150 e RMS and  280 e RMS for low and high signal ranges, respectively

Noise optimization

Preamp optimized for 2 pF and 9 pF detector capacitance, externally selectable

DC leakage current
Power consumption

Bias current

Tolerant to  5nA per channel
 6mW per channel with all features (reduction possible by powering down
certain features)
 30ns (for timing/coincidence measurements @ peaking time 0.29 s)
Implemented to enable determination of time difference between  2 coincident
pulses for  5 ns accuracy
Adjustable through power supply current into input transistor

Trigger comparator thresholds

Individually adjustable by internal 8 Bit DACs for each channel

Peaking (shaping) times
High count rates
Key gamma signals

0.29s to 38s in 16 steps
Using pole zero cancellation, capable of over >200,000 counts per second per
chip with digital readout system (external ADC will determine actual rate)
14 keV, 60 keV, 141 keV, 511 keV, 662 keV, up to 1.33 MeV

System components

Pipeline A/D converter, FPGA state machine controller, data FIFO

Interface
Readout mode

Minimum pin count and support component count. Up to 8 ICs can be daisychained.
Maximum flexibility through programmable hit register

Deadtime per event

<5 s for digital interface. Overall deadtime depends on the external ADC used.

Fast timing output
Channel-to-channel time difference

Other, innovative features include user-selectable dynamic range, fast trigger output for coincident event detection and
the ability to provide channel-by-channel time difference information. The comparator thresholds are individually
adjustable through an 8 bit DAC on each channel. This allows accurate and uniform threshold setting throughout the
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detector. Two very important new features for space deployment are the adjustable power consumption by limiting the
current flow to the input transistor and the radiation hardness inherent to the 0.6 micron CMOS process. The peaking
times are made adjustable from about 0.4 to 40 microseconds, which makes it suitable for a wide range of detectors,
from CdZnTe to HgI2. The new IC incorporates a pole zero cancellation circuit to handle large rates without significant
pileup. The input amplifier is designed tolerant to leakage current so that the IC can be used DC coupled which
eliminates the need to use capacitive AC coupling. The functionality of the new RENA-3 IC is dramatically improved
by eliminating unnecessary connections and interface. Another important new feature is the inclusion of 32+4 extra
channels to allow the connection of the cathode side into the same IC. The two edge channels, 1 and 36, include
internal test points for testing. However, it is not recommended to use the two edge channels, 1 and 36 for data
acquisition because they are tagged with pads at different sections of the internal circuitry for testing.

2.

RENA-3 DESCRIPTION

RENA-3 IC is a 36 channel mixed signal ASIC [1] with low noise self resetting charge sensitive preamplifiers at the
input of each channel (Figure 3). The extra channels are built in to allow connection to cathodes of the solid state
detectors such as CdZnTe. It has two externally selectable dynamic ranges for wide energy range applications (9 fC &
54 fC). It is designed for ultra low noise (<150 & <280 e rms input referred noise for each range, respectively,
corresponding to dynamic ranges 256 & 1,500 keV). The inputs are single ended to improve noise performance. It has
selectable input signal polarity at each channel. Channel-by-channel selection of negative or positive input polarity
allows signal detection from both anode & cathode on the same IC. It has sparse readout mode for reading out only the
channels which contain data. It has on chip built in generalized neighbor readout mode which can be applied for both
strip and also 2-D pixel array detectors. RENA-3 IC features low power operation < 6mW/Ch for space based
astrophysics applications. For example, power consumption is adjustable and power down is available for channel-bychannel basis and on unused features. It is optimized for two input capacitances (2 pF & 9 pF externally selectable).
One of the most important features of RENA-3 is its self-resetting charge-sensitive input preamplifier (Figure 3). The
self-resetting function restores the increase in pedestal produced by the detector leakage current and eliminates the
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Figure 3: New RENA-3 IC single channel block diagram showing all the analog circuitry and some of the control system.
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need for AC coupled connection between the detector channel and the input amplifier. Therefore, RENA-3 has been
designed with built-in tolerance for detector leakage current (< ±5 nA) and it can be DC coupled to most position
sensitive solid state detectors.
The RENA-3 IC is designed to have a self trigger output capability using a comparator (Figure 4). The self trigger
output is especially important for nuclear and radiography applications where the incident photon is random and its
arrival time is not known. Figure 4 shows a more complete block diagram of most of the IC and not only the analog
section which is shown in more detail in Figure 3.
Some applications require accurate (low jitter) fast timing signal for coincident imaging such as positron emission
tomography (PET) and double Compton scatter detectors. RENA-3 is designed to accommodate such applications by
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Figure 4: Preliminary schematic diagram of the RENA-3 ASIC. Only one channel (Channel k) is shown; connections to adjacent
channels are indicated where applicable; the slow and fast signals are shown multiplexed.

incorporating a fast low jitter shaping and comparator circuits on each channel (Figure 4). This circuit produces a fast
timing trigger output which is separate from the slow event trigger output. The slow trigger output provides accurate
pulse-height discrimination for event triggers and must be used for recording an event, and the fast trigger should be
used in conjunction with the event trigger for coincidence determination. Another interesting functionality built into the
RENA-3 IC is the time stamp circuit at each channel (Figures 3 and 4). This circuit utilizes user-supplied time variable
signals to produce data on channel-to-channel pulse arrival time difference. This feature can be useful if information on
the arrival time differences for multiple simultaneous events is required.
RENA-3 also has a second slow comparator (Figure 3) that triggers whenever the input signal exceeds the dynamic
range of the amplifiers.
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In RENA-3 provisions were made to enable fine tunable compensation for channel-to-channel and chip-to-chip
fabrication variations. For example an adjustment of comparator thresholds for each channel is achieved by using a
DAC at each comparator threshold.
The RENA-3 IC may be used in fast photon counting applications. To achieve smooth fast photon counting at short
peaking times, a pole zero cancellation circuit which reduces pulse pileup for high input signal rates was incorporated
into the IC; this. Up to eight RENA-3 ICs can be wired together to be read out as a single chip with 288 channels. This
feature will be useful for large channel low rate applications. It has a low noise differential analog output to preserve its
low noise high energy resolution capability.

3.

RENA-3 SPECIFICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

The RENA-3 specifications are listed in Table 1, which lists the many new features of the RENA-3 IC. The new
features shows that the RENA-3 IC is a versatile and flexible IC with multiple application capability for different
fields.
RENA-3 can therefore be used for many different applications in medical, industrial, NDI and security fields. Most of
these applications are for imaging x-rays and gamma rays. However, it can be used with a variety of detectors and
systems that produce charge pulses in the time frame of picoseconds to microseconds. It can be used as a single IC
solution for applications that require depth of interaction determination for thick detectors by measuring signal from
both the anode and the cathode on the same chip due to selectable input polarity. The built in fast timing signal with
low jitter and time stamp circuit can be used with detectors that have fast coincidence or fast timing requirements such
as PET and Compton double scatter detectors.

4.

RENA-3 EVALUATION SYSTEM

A RENA-3 Evaluation System is developed to test the new IC. Figure 5 shows a photograph of the RENA-3
Evaluation System. The mother board can service several ICs. The daughter board shown on the right can hold up to
two RENA-3 ICs with top receptacle can be used for removable mounting. The daughter board can be customized.

Figure 5: RENA-3 Evaluation System mother and daughter boards. The daughter board can accommodate up to
two RENA-3 ICs as shown on the right with two standard edge connectors to mount detector(s). Using the top
receptacle RENA-3 IC can be mechanically clamped to the board for initial acceptance tests. The large XILINX IC
on the left is the FPGA that controls the evaluation system and the RENA-3 IC.
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5.

RENA-3 DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES

Every channel of the RENA-3 has a test pulse input (707 mV step injects full scale signal  53 fC). The test inputs can
be turned on and off individually for each channel. This capability allows for testing RENA-3 without a detector.
RENA-3 also has several diagnostic modes. For example, the follower mode bypasses the peak hold circuit and
connects the shaper output directly to the output of the channel. The force-enable mode provides the capability of
continuous monitoring of the peak detector or shaper output of any externally selected channel. There are also probe
pads provided on the chip layout to test critical sections of the IC using probes.

6.

RENA-3 TEST RESULTS

Tests were performed on the fabricated RENA-3 ICs using the above-described evaluation system (Figure 5). Figure 6
shows noise measurements for different detector input capacitances plotted for the two externally selectable detector
capacitance ranges, 2 and 9 pF. The preliminary measurements show that 0 pF detector capacitance results in
approximately 140 and 150 e rms noise for the externally selectable 2 an 9 pF detector capacitance ranges.
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Figure 6: Noise for different detector input capacitance values are measured and plotted for the
two externally selectable detector capacitance ranges, 2 and 9 pF.

Figure 7 shows the RENA-3 linearity measurement. Linearity measurement is made by measuring the output pulse
height against set input test pulse height. RENA-3 was configured for maximum channel gain. The low energy range
(9 fC) is used for this measurement.
Figure 8 demonstrates the effect of the Pole Zero Cancellation circuit. The undershoot after the event pulse is normally
produced in these type of circuits. The pole zero cancellation circuit eliminates the undershoot and allows for faster
counting at higher rates.
Figure 9 shows 57Co spectra taken from 32 channels simultaneously. The spectra from 16 channels are shown here. The
differences between the spectra are due to the response of the CZT pixel detector and not due to the RENA-3 IC. There
were a few channels, which did not show any spectra such as channel 7. These channels were the same channels, which
also did not produce spectra using other test methods or readout electronics. Variation of spectra from pixel to pixel due
to CZT detector response is clearly seen.
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Figure 7: RENA-3 IC linearity measurement. Linearity measurement is made by
measuring the output pulse height against set input test pulse height. RENA-3 was
configured for maximum channel gain. The low energy range (9 fC) has been used
for this measurement.

a)

b)

Figure 8: a) Pole zero cancellation circuit on the RENA-3 IC is turned off and b) Pole zero cancellation is turned on.

Single-element CZT detectors equipped with Frisch collars have been developed by the group of D.S. McGregor at
Kansas State University (KSU) [8,9]. The group recently presented new methods designed for the commercial scale
production of detectors of this type. Frisch collar detectors have reached an energy resolution as low as 1.3% FWHM
at 662 keV [8], or 1.15% with very moderate cooling [8], without the need for correcting the data for the depth of
interaction (DOI) of the photons in the detector. This allows for simpler electronics and data processing – desirable in
most commercial applications - compared to monolithic pixel detectors, for which somewhat better energy resolution
has been achieved with the help of DOI corrections. Exploratory spectroscopy measurements using KSU Frisch collar
CZT detectors read out with a standard RENA-3 evaluation system were performed jointly by KSU and NOVA. The
spectral results for tests using Co-60, Na-22 and Cs-137 sources with 335 mm3 and 667 mm3 Frisch collar CZT
detectors are shown in Figures 10a, 10b and 11, respectively. The data clearly show that the RENA-3 higher amplitude
range stretches out to 1.5 MeV. This is important relative to nuclear monitoring (e.g., weapons grade uranium is 7%
U-235 which produces about 1 MeV gamma ray line). Figure 10b shows a Cs-137 spectrum from one of the
preliminary measurements. The energy resolution at 662 keV obtained in the particular example of the 335 mm3
detector is 2.6% FWHM, which leaves room for improvement. It should be noted that these were preliminary
measurements and the RENA-3 system board layout for connecting these detectors was not optimized for use with
these detectors and that the detector connection and experimental conditions during these tests were also not optimal.
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Figure 9: Simultaneously acquired Co-57 spectra from a 2x16=32 pixel linear CZT detector array. All 32 pixels of the detector were
tested simultaneously but only 16 are shown here. RENA-3 IC is set as follows: Feedback C=15 pF, Gain=5. Shaping = 1.9 us.
Chip 0 channel 4 was selected for high count spectrum. Figures show the spectra with only 65k points. The actual file has about
200k points but the Excel can only process 65k of them. Spectra for channels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17
are produced for Chip 0 and multi-pixel spectra results are shown here.
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Figure 10: (a) Co-60 and (b) Na-22 spectra obtained from KSU’s Frisch collar CZT detectors.
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Figure 11: Cs-137 spectrum obtained from KSU’s Frisch collar CZT detectors.

7.

CONCLUSION

Test results of the RENA-3 IC are encouraging. Full characterization is currently underway with an eye on
performance parameters and functionalities that can find immediate use in instrument prototyping. RENA-3 can be
modified and optimized for specific x-ray and gamma-ray spectroscopy and imaging applications in the fields of
medical, small animal, security and industrial imaging, and astrophysics.
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